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( this is a very raw text ... i wrote it today while at the wild river ... enjoying myself ... and suddenly i tried writing ... looking at it afterwards ... not too well composed really and some mistakes in it ... but still ... an idea, a wish how the future could provide a space where everyone who needs a safe space is welcome )


  1nisham was one of the first three thousand university degree holders who were employed to look after the photovoltaic plant some three kilometers inland from the oceanin the winter of 2016 some 40 nations from all continents were providing the funds for this corporationa corporation what had both for profit as well as charitable charaktersthe nation states were investing   2and in return for their investments one person could stay at the place for every 10 000 €¥$ ... money... as long as the local people would get along with someone, there was no reason for someone to be asked to leavethese investments were made as deposits what would be used to pay for the big saltwater pipeline what was being built from the meditarrean see and the ocean into the africancontinentthe settlers who came first planted salicornia and halophytes ...saltwater tolerant plants at the first hundreds of meter ...at newyear 2016 the photovoltaic panels were powering a huge desalination plant and from this location on the pipeline trough the continent spanning dessert would bring  3sweet water inlands nisham too got some 500 square meters of land a kilometer apart from his workplace the solarpanel placehis work was to supervise the robots who looked in turn after the solar panels cleaned them at his home .... he built in natural way using sand and the stuff what came in the pipeline, mostly seaweed and algae and his urine with some fresnel lenses he did some hardening touches end of 2016 nisham ate mangoes from the trees around his house and the robots at the photovoltaic and desalination plant were requiring no more at all as their deep learning and software selfimproving constantly rewriting their operation systems in a very safe manner  4his neighbours ramshi and laima who had combined their individual 500sqm plots and lived together in one house... were following the roboters auto upgrading processes with their dataglasses.... they needed eventually only half an hour flying reading trough the software change protocols... they had filters installed what would notify them of eventual malicious routines in the code   5but maliciousness was not actually widely there ... as an energetic current it was very faint in the spring of 2016... this project in nordafrica had given homes for 150 millions of people  and there were some other deserts being started greening what provided another 200 million people a new home .... in the summer of 2016 nearly half a billion people had their own 500sqm place with their own homes... or in case of a family with four children 2000 sqm    6the 40 nations had invested together 1000 billions in october 2015.... in addition to that whealty private companies and individuals had brought in around christmas another 3000 billions ....with these amounts of funding, not only the pv installations, desalination and reforesting/garden plantations were financed but also flights were paid to get people here what asked for asylum.... in all countries what provided funding and in the offices and shops of the contributing companies there were forms what one could fill out... and at the same day one would be chauffeured via car, train and aeroplane towards one of the desert destinations one would choose to live from now on   7there was no selection being done either by the embassies or the shops.... the amount of people asking to live in this new projects was high but too high for the desert greening projectsthere were some rules set in a consensual meeting in october 2015: every person living in the greened deserts should free his/her place when regularily away more than 9 months in a year  8the corporation what held all the 4000 billion deposit money was being guided by a group of people who were elected via online voting of all the citizens of the nation states and of the corporations ... one vote for every 10 000 invested at begin ( begin being the timeframe 23rd of september 2015 towards first of january 2016 )   9this group of around 1000 people being elected by 250 million investment votes... was doing the decisions what big to build next to support the infrastructure of the greening lands they could decide all matters what was outside the resident areas... there only the residents decided via their very own ways how they wanted to live together what waterpipes and electricity lines were being built and most of the times people preffered to actually leave their plots without grid electricity and either did not needed electric devices or just very rarely and powered them with portable solar panels   10basicly, the 4000 billion corp brought constant freshwater, some seed and planting materials,house building materials, some food for the first years... and installed some health centers where everyone could give and receive both whollistic as well as scholar medicine attention the governement of the nations where the deserts were in...and ate now into green land dissapearing ...did profit immensly from all this energy both the photovoltaic installations brought into their cities as well as the fruits and handicrafts what the new settlers contributed to trade   11weallyawas the name of the corporation   12nisham too was on the 1000 people board of directors of weallya corporationin the online election campaign his application was choosen by the 250 million votes mainly because of his supervising close relationships to the robot androids who were maintaining now nearly independantly not only the several huge photovoltaic plants in all the continents greening deserts but were also doing most all of the canal building pipeling works and delivered material transports as well as run the upkeep of the electric vehicules highways or streets.... and the trains and aeroplane infrastructure  13in all of the thousands and thousands of squaremiles of the newly greenend deserts were also forests being planted for wild life where humans animals and plant could live freely togetherthis wildlife area was around a third off all the lands the weallya corporation was being given custodianship by the desert nations

